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Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

Aim
To explore decision-making processes with young people in order to reduce

engagement and likelihood of harm in risk-taking scenarios

Objectives
Understand different types of risk and how they can be perceived differently

Increase awareness of why teens take risks

Understand how to make decisions around risk-taking behaviour

Session Outline

Time

10 min

Activity Resources Required

Icebreaker: Super Soaker

A game to energise the group

Trivia list of chosen topic

Water pistol

Practitioner's Guide: Decision 

Making/Risk Taking 1

5 min What Is a Risk?

Define risk and highlight any 

positive or negative 

perception around it.

Flipchart and markers

Practitioner's Guide: Decision 

Making/Risk Taking 2

Background Information
This session explores the adolescent brain and how it impacts on decision making and

the risks that young people may take.

Young people have intense passions with a brain that is still developing, and have not

yet developed the skills to harness and cope with their strong feelings. Adolescents

need to learn to navigate tense social situations and develop self-control over

behaviours and emotions, despite their strong feelings, to avoid terrible consequences. 

This session will explore some activities that will encourage young people to assess risk

and support them in making decisions that will reduce their risk of harm.

(Continued on next page)
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Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

Session Outline (cont.)

Time Activity Resources Required

10 min What Are Your Dreams?
An activity highlighting 

positive risk taking

Flipchart and markers

Practitioner's Guide: Decision

Making/Risk Taking 3

20 min ROCK
An activity highlighting 

positive risk taking

Flipchart and markers

Practitioner's Guide: Decision

Making/Risk Taking 4

Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking

1 (Activity: Ice Breaker - Super Soaker)

 Ask the group: who takes risks? 

 Ask 4 or 5 volunteers to come to the front, and get them to line up facing the

rest of the group. You can then produce a water pistol. 

 You should have a list in your hand of Premier Football teams, bands,

YouTubers, or another area of interest to the group. 

 Ask the group to identify who you have on your list (in relation to the topic

area chosen). 

 If members identify someone not on the list, they are squirted with water.

 Continue this game until you feel the group has been energised and ready to

engage.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking

2 (Activity: What Is a Risk?)

Ask the group to define "risk". 

“A risk is doing something when you will not be sure of the outcome.”

Note: Risk is not always a bad thing; make sure to highlight this to the young 

people.
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Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking 

3 (Activity: What Are Your Dreams?)

1. Ask young people to identify what their dreams are in life. This is a time to 

explore the idea that we need to take risks to chase our dreams. Youth workers 

can say something like, "No limits - if you could do or be anything, money isn't an 

issue, what are your dreams?"

2. Then ask, "What is risk? Remember how we defined this? A risk is doing 

something when you will not be sure of the outcome."

3. Remind young people that to chase our dreams, we need to take risks. Use the 

young people's examples they provided to discuss some of the risks that may

need to be taken to achieve their goals. For example - what are the risks 

associated with moving away from home to study for their chosen career?

The bottom line when it comes to risky behaviour is that we need to encourage 

our young people to be risk takers, but they need to think about the risks.

Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking 

4 [Activity: ROCK (see appendix 2)]

1. You will be discussing risk-taking behaviour with your young people. Think of a 

risky activity that does not involve the more difficult issues like drink, drugs, 

sexuality, or social media, as they are more likely to cause young people to be 

defensive.

2. Use the ROCK analogy as a way to get the teenagers to think about risk. The 

next page of this document has an example (coasteering - jumping off cliffs into 

the sea, swimming across bays, climbing up rocks) you can use to explain ROCK. 

(Continued on next page)
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Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

R - What's the risk? Falling, rocks, water depth, temperature, 

currents, jellyfish

O - What are your options? Young people will often give two options (do 

or don't do it), but encourage them to 

explore more options. Ask someone about 

the depth, rocks, safety equipment, etc.

C - What are the consequences 

of each option?

Death, injury, getting grief from friends,

having the craic, missing out on the fun

K - Know what the best 

option is for you.

3. Now introduce a range of different scenarios and work through ROCK as a way 

to assess the risk presented in the scenarios.

Note: you can draw this on the flipchart to discuss the scenarios on the next page. 

These scenarios are suitable for all ages unless otherwise specified.

Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking

4 [Activity: ROCK (cont.)]

(Continued on next page)
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Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking

4 [Activity: ROCK (cont.)]

Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

Scenario 1: You've gone out with your friends to the cinema and your 

parents have told you to be home by 9:30; now your friends have 

suggested going to McDonald's, and you decide to go and not tell your 

parents.

Risks: Discuss possible risks (e.g. breaking family rules; getting in

trouble with your parents; making your parents worry)

Options: What options do you have? (e.g. go with your friends; ring

your parents; go home)

Consequences: What consequences might come about due to the

option chosen? (e.g. parents worried; grounded; get in trouble; "no big

deal, have a good time with your friends")

Know your best option: What do they think is the best option? It's

their decision, but keep in mind there are always consequences to any

decision chosen.

Scenario 2: You're in the kitchen for a snack with your friend and you open 

a cupboard that has a bottle of alcohol in it. Your friend dares you to have a 

drink.

Risks: Breaking family rules; getting caught by parents; getting in

trouble; getting sick; friend making fun of you if you don't do it

Options: Take a drink; don't take a drink; tell your friend you don't want

to; tell your parents you found the alcohol; pretend to take a drink; take

a small drink; take a big drink

Consequences: Breaking family rules; getting grounded; friend

getting in trouble; being made fun of for not doing it; being sick;

having a laugh

Know your best option

(Continued on next page)
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Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking 

4 [Activity: ROCK (see Appendix 2)]

Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

Scenario 3: You've gotten a fake ID and are going to the off-license/pub.

Risks: Getting caught by staff; getting caught by police and possible 

criminal record; getting caught by parents

Options: Ask someone to go in for you; don't use the fake ID; don't go 

to the off-license/pub; have someone act as a look out for the police

Consequences: Have a good time; get drunk; criminal record from 

being caught; parents have to go to the police station; hangover

Know your best option

Scenario 4: You've been drinking alcohol with your boyfriend or girlfriend 

and you're considering having sex.

Risks: STIs; unwanted pregnancy; sexual assault/rape

Options: Use protection; don't drink; don't have sex

Consequences: Have a good time; embarrassment; treatment for STIs; 

serious criminal offense; blackmail/revenge porn

Know your best option: (Note: In Northern Ireland, you must be over 

16 to consent. Partners must get consent and the other person must 

be fit to give consent. In this context, were they too drunk to give 

consent?)

Scenario 5: You're walking home and a friend produces a tablet from their 

pocket; they say it will give you a really good buzz and loads of energy.

Risks: Not sure what is in it; not sure how you/your body will react

Options: Take it; take half of it; don't take it; watch someone else take it 

and see how they react; take it to get tested to see what is in it

Consequences: Get ill; get a buzz; criminal record if caught 

possessing; have a good time

Know your best option

(Continued on next page)
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Practitioner's Guide: Decision Making/Risk Taking

4 [Activity: ROCK (see Appendix 2)]

Session Topic: Decision Making/Risk Taking

Scenario 6: You are at the youth club with your two friends; one friend 

doesn't want you to speak to the other friend because they've fallen out.

Risks: Falling out with a friend you liked; your friend being upset and 

lonely; youth leaders becoming involved

Options: Try and get the two friends to make up; stay friendly with 

both; don't talk to the other friend/choose one friend

Consequences: Lose a friend; lose both friends; stay friendly with both

Know your best option

Scenario 7 (applicable for age 9 - 13): You try to sneak into the cinema to 

watch a 12/15/18 movie with your friend.

Risks: Getting caught; parents finding out; seeing something that

frightens/upsets you; getting kicked out; being made fun of if you don't

go

Options: Watch the movie; don't go to the movie; choose another

movie; persuade your friend why it's not a good idea

Consequences: Not being able to sleep if you've seen something

scary; not being allowed to go to the cinema again; getting in trouble

for your friend; having a good time

Know your best option
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Appendix 1: Adolescent Brain

Background  Information on the Adolescent Brain
 

Information for practitioners - can be simplified to communicate 

briefly to young people

As the brain matures, adults think about risk at the front of their brain. Teenagers, on 

the other hand, think about risk at the back of their brain; this is due to the way the 

brain develops. Namely, the prefrontal cortex (front of the brain) doesn't finish 

developing until approximately age 25.

Using the back of your brain releases dopamine that helps you feel pleasure. In other 

words, teens are wired to take risks; they need to take risks to chase their dreams, and 

this is why it's important to give them the skills to think about risks.

Teens also get pleasure from reward, which often translates into, "Give me a reward 

and I will do something!" Adding puberty (which involves an early activation of intense 

motivations and passions) into this mix makes things even more heated for the 

adolescent. So, young people have intense passions with a brain that is still 

development and has not quite developed the skills to harness these strong feelings.

Adolescents need to learn to navigate tense social situations and develop self-control 

over behaviours and emotions, despite strong feelings, in order to avoid terrible 

consequences. 
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Appendix 1: Adolescent Brain

Background  Information on the Adolescent Brain
 

Information for practitioners - can be simplified to 

communicate briefly to young people

Consider the metaphor of 

turbocharging the engines of a fully 

mature "car" belonging to an unskilled 

driver, whose navigational skills are 

not fully in place. The pubescent youth 

has several years with a sexually 

mature body, and brain systems that 

are activated for sexual and romantic 

interests, but a relatively immature set 

of systems within the brain for self- 

control and affect regulation.

This is because the prefrontal cortex is 

still developing, and teenagers might 

rely on a part of the brain called the 

amygdala to make decisions and 

solve problems more than adults do. 

The amygdala is associated with 

emotions, impulses, aggression, and 

instinctive behaviour. This disconnect 

can help us predict risk for a broad 

spectrum of risk-taking behaviour, 

including alcohol and drug misuse.
Amygdala (marked with red)
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Appendix 2: ROCK

R - What's the risk?

O - What are your options?

C - What are the consequences of 
each option?

K - Know what the best option is for 
you.
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Health and 

Wellbeing
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Session Plan: Health and Wellbeing

Aim
To increase understanding of health and wellbeing

Objectives
Explain at least two possible consequences of not looking after yourself

Identify three things that contribute to good health

Identify three things that contribute to good wellbeing

Session Outline

Time

20 min

Activity Resources Required

Monster/Creature Relay 

Race

A game to explore different 

aspects of being well and 

some effects of drugs and 

alcohol

Buckets, balls, blindfolds

Practitioner's Guide: Health and 

Wellbeing 1

15-20 min Alternative Activity

Use if there is no space for the 

relay race activity

Flipchart paper

Practitioner's Guide: Health and 

Wellbeing 2

Background Information
This session helps participants consider health, in its broadest terms, and its importance. 

This is a chance to explore how much the group already knows about looking after their 

health and wellbeing, and some negative effects of drugs and alcohol.

“Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing, and not merely the 

absence of disease and infirmity.” (World Health Organisation, 1948)

“Wellness is the quality or state of being healthy in body and mind, especially as the 

result of deliberate effort.” (Random House, 2001)

(Continued on next page)
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Session Plan: Health and Wellbeing

Session Outline (cont.)

20 min Health and Wellbeing Wheel

An opportunity for individuals 

to explore their current health 

and wellbeing

Health and Wellbeing Wheel Chart

Practitioner's Guide: Health and 

Wellbeing 3

Front (blindfolded)             Arms or pincers

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th…              Organs in the body, (e.g. heart, lungs, liver, brain)

Last                                           Eyes

This is a 20-minute activity and will require the following equipment: blindfolds, 

objects for creature to lift (e.g. tennis balls), and buckets. 

1. Split the group into teams. Each team will form a line with one person behind 

the other. Individuals will place their hands on the shoulder of the person in front 

(the monster/creature). Each individual will represent a part of the body:

a.

b.

c.

Practitioner's Guide: Health and Wellbeing 1 

(Activity: Monster Relay Race)

(Continued on next page)
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Session Plan: Health and Wellbeing

 Go forward: Tap on both shoulders 

 Stop: Pull back on both shoulders 

 Pick up or put down: Tap on head 

 Turn to the right: Pull on right shoulder 

 Turn to the left: Pull on left shoulder. 

 There should be no verbal communication in the line.

 2.  For younger age groups, the last person can talk. For older age groups, 

communication should be done non-verbally. For example:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

i.

Practitioner's Guide: Health and Wellbeing 1 

(Activity: Monster Relay Race cont.)

Smoking                                           Lungs

Alcohol                                              Liver

Energy drinks (caffeine)             Heart

Cannabis                                          Brain

 4. Take a little time to talk about how drink and drugs might affect the body and 

as each organ is mentioned, put a blindfold onto that part. For example:

5. Repeat the race with only the last person (eyes) with no blindfold. Spend some 

time at the end of the session discussing how difficult the game was when the 

creature's body had been affected by drink or drugs.

  3. Set a bucket with balls/bean bags etc. at one end of the activity area and an 

empty bucket beside each team. The parts of the creature must stay in contact 

and race to the bucket. The pincers must collect a ball/bean bag (one at a time) 

and the creature races back to the starting position, placing the ball in their team 

bucket.

        a. Repeat this for 5-7 minutes.
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Session Plan: Health and Wellbeing

Practitioner's Guide: Health and Wellbeing 2 

(Activity: Alternative Activity)

1. Have the outline of a gingerbread man drawn on a flipchart sheet. Place 

flipchart sheet on table in centre of the group. (See Appendix 2: Gingerbread 

Man)

2. Leave markers on the table and ask the group to write down (around the 

outside of the man) their favourite things to do in their spare time.

3. Afterwards, ask what parts of the body they need to do the activity and draw 

them onto the man (e.g. brain, heart, lungs, muscles, eyes). Talk about substances 

(e.g. energy drinks, alcohol, cannabis) and mark an X on the organs identified as 

being affected. Have a short discussion.

Practitioner's Guide: Health and Wellbeing 3 

(Activity: Health and Wellbeing Wheel)

Sleep

Diet

Be active

Be active

Connect

Take notice

Give

Keep learning

1. Discussion: Ask the group what they need to do to look after their physical and 

mental health.

Physical                                                    

Mental

(See Appendix 3: Take 5 Steps to Wellbeing)

(Continued on next page)
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2. Give each young person a copy of the Health & Wellbeing Wheel and a 

pen/pencil. Allow 5-7 minutes to complete.

Note: This is an individual activity – to allow honesty and avoid embarrassment. 

This is not to judge, but to allow young people to look at their own health & 

wellbeing and consider how they can make things better.

A good result is a circle; dents towards the centre are areas for improvement. 

Someone with a perfect circle can be encouraged to make the circle bigger.

Session Plan: Health and Wellbeing

Practitioner's Guide: Health and Wellbeing 3 

(Activity: Health and Wellbeing Wheel cont.)

Example of completed Health & Wellbeing Wheel
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Appendix 1: Health and Wellbeing Evidence

Background  Information on the Effects of 
Substances on Wellbeing

 

Information for practitioners - not to be shared with young 

people

Binge drinking

Binge drinking means drinking too much alcohol in a short period of time. Possible 

effects include headache, feeling sick, feeling tired, and becoming irritable.

Alcohol, Health, and Wellbeing

Brain damage

Alcohol can damage your brain; this damage 

can affect your behaviour, memory and ability 

to learn. If you are a regularly heavy drinker, you 

risk permanent brain damage, mental health 

problems, and/or alcoholism. Alcohol is very 

harmful to young people because their brains 

are still developing.

Cancer

Alcohol is the second biggest risk factor for 

cancer after smoking. If you regularly drink 

above the weekly recommended alcohol 

limits, you are at greater risk of developing 

mouth cancer, throat cancer [upper throat, 

oesophageal cancer (food pipe), laryngeal 

cancer (voice box)], colon cancer, breast 

cancer, bowel cancer, and/or liver cancer.
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Appendix 1: Health and Wellbeing Evidence

Background  Information on the Effects of 
Substances on Wellbeing

 

Information for practitioners - not to be shared with young 

people

Heart and circulation

Alcohol can cause high blood pressure, which increases your risk of having a heart 

attack or stroke. Alcohol also weakens heart muscles, which can affect the lungs, 

liver, brain and other body systems, and cause heart failure.

Binge drinking and drinking heavily over longer periods can cause an irregular 

heartbeat. This condition is linked to sudden death.

Alcohol, Health, and Wellbeing

Liver

Fat deposits develop in your liver if you drink too much 

alcohol; this can inflame the liver and cause alcoholic 

hepatitis, which can result in liver failure and death. 

Drinking too much alcohol can permanently scar and 

damage the liver, resulting in liver cirrhosis; this 

increases the risk of liver cancer. 

A woman’s liver takes longer to break down alcohol 

and longer to repair when damaged.

Lungs

If you drink alcohol heavily, you may be more prone to lung infections like pneumonia; 

you could also suffer a collapsed lung. When a person vomits due to drinking alcohol, 

they could choke if vomit gets into their lungs.
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Appendix 1: Health and Wellbeing Evidence

Background  Information on the Effects of 
Substances on Wellbeing

 

Information for practitioners - not to be shared with young 

people

Alcohol, Health, and Wellbeing

21

Stomach

Drinking too much can lead to stomach ulcers and/or internal bleeding. Alcohol can also 

cause gastritis, which means stomach inflammation. This can prevent you absorbing 

vitamins from food and increase the risk of cancer.

Pancreas

Heavy or long-term drinking can cause 

inflammation of the pancreas; this is a very painful 

condition where a drinker experiences vomiting, 

fever and weight loss. A heavy drinker can die 

from this condition.

Kidneys

Heavy drinking can increase your risk of developing 

high blood pressure. This causes chronic kidney 

disease.

Intestines

Heavy drinking can irritate the lining of your intestines and cause inflammation, ulcers,  

and/or intestinal and colon cancer. Damage to your intestines also affects your body’s 

ability to absorb nutrients and vitamins.



Appendix 1: Health and Wellbeing Evidence

Background  Information on the Effects of 
Substances on Wellbeing

 

Information for practitioners - not to be shared with young 

people

Alcohol, Health, and Wellbeing

Fertility

Long-term drinking can cause infertility in men and women; men can also become 

impotent. Drinking alcohol when pregnant can damage a fetus's development.

Bones

Alcohol interferes with your body’s ability to absorb calcium. If you lack calcium, your 

bones become weak and thin.

Weight gain

You can put on weight if you drink alcohol regularly, as alcoholic drinks are high in 

calories. The calories are "empty" because there is no nutritional value in alcohol.  

Skin

Alcohol dehydrates your body and skin. It also widens blood 

vessels, causing your skin to look red or blotchy. 

Sexual health

Binge drinking makes you lose your inhibitions and affects your judgement. This may 

make you less likely to use a condom, increasing your risk of getting a sexually 

transmitted infection (STI) such as chlamydia, HIV or hepatitis. It can also lead to an 

unplanned pregnancy.
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Appendix 1: Health and Wellbeing Evidence

Background  Information on the Effects of 
Substances on Wellbeing

 

Information for practitioners - not to be shared with young 

people

Alcohol, Health, and Wellbeing

23

Mental health

Drinking too much can disrupt normal sleeping patterns and cause insomnia and lack of 

restful sleep; this can make you feel stressed and anxious.

Alcohol is linked to a range of mental health problems including depression, anxiety, risk- 

taking behaviour, personality disorders, schizophrenia. and suicide.

(Northern Ireland Drug and Alcohol Coordination Teams, 2019)

Physical risks

Physical risks depend on the type and strength of the drug, the amount taken, where and 

how it is taken, and the person taking it. There can be a range of effects including 

changes in heart rate and blood pressure, exhaustion, collapse, and in a few cases, death. 

Physical dependence occurs when the body actually wants the drug. If the drug is not 

provided, withdrawal symptoms will occur, such as stomach cramps, sweating, 

sleeplessness or anxiety. 

Drugs, Health, and Wellbeing

Psychological risks

Psychological risks include a reduction in self-confidence, feelings of inability to cope, 

anxiety and panic. These feelings can be quite mild or extremely frightening, and can 

continue for several days after use. In some cases, lasting psychological damage takes

place, especially if there are any underlying mental health problems. 

(Public Health Agency, 2018)



Appendix 2: Gingerbread Man



Appendix 3: Take 5 Steps to Wellbeing



Media
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Session Plan: Media

Aim
To explore the use of social media, its appropriateness, and impact on young people

Objectives
To explore how young people use social media

To identify and understand appropriate and inappropriate use of social media

To understand the impact of social media on young people

Session Outline

Time

5 min

Activity Resources Required

What Is Media? What Do You 

Use?

Define what is meant by 

media and what young 

people use

Flipchart and markers

Practitioner's Guide: Media 1

5 min Flipping the Story

Explore headlines and how 

media can be flipped to 

portray positive trends with 

young people and substances

Headlines

Practitioner's Guide: Media 2

Appendix 1

Background Information
Media has a huge impact on young people’s lives, so it is important to explore the role 

this plays for them and their perspective on what is appropriate and safe use of media. 

A survey conducted by the Royal Society for Public Health (2017) asked 14-24 year olds 

in the UK how social media platforms impacted their health and wellbeing. The survey 

results found that Snapchat, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram all led to increased 

feelings of depression, anxiety, poor body image and loneliness.

(Continued on next page)
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Session Plan: Media

20 min Act of Kindness Card

Explore different acts of 

kindness in the real world and 

how we can also conduct this 

behaviour online

Acts of Kindness Cards

Practitioner’s Guide: Media 4

Appendix 3

Session Outline (cont.)

Time Activity Resources Required

Facebook

YouTube

Instagram

Snapchat

TikTok

Twitter

1. Ask the group to come up with a definition for "media". Media involves ways to 

communicate information; examples of media are newspapers, television, radio, 

printed matter, internet information, and advertising.

2. Ask the group to share what social  media apps they use. Examples may 

include:

For younger age groups who do not have these apps, they may share others such 

as Roblox etc. and live games where there is interaction with another user.

Practitioner's Guide: Media 1 (Activity: What Is 

Media? What Do You Use?)

15 min Mock Profile

Explore positive aspects of

individuals and how we 

portray this on media, 

compared to how we behave 

in real life

Profile Template

Practitioner’s Guide: Media 3

Appendix 2
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Session Plan: Media

1. Youth Practitioners should highlight how media can often use negative 

headlines to catch reader’s attention but may not necessarily be accurate. For 

instance, take reporting of drug and alcohol use amongst young people; the 

media often portray the issue to be much greater than the true picture. 

For example, in February 2021, the Belfast Telegraph published a story with the 

headline, “one in ten teenagers have tried hard drugs by the age of 17, study 

finds” (Busby, 2021). However, definitions of "tried" and "hard drugs" are not clear, 

and the Young Persons' Behaviour and Attitudes Survey (Northern Ireland 

Statistics and Research Agency, 2019) actually reflects that young people’s use of 

substances has continued to decrease over time (see Appendix 1).

Practitioner's Guide: Media 2 (Activity: Flipping 

the Story)

2. Youth Practitioners should ask young 

people about seeing other people’s social 

media regarding alcohol use, and how this 

impacts their own attitudes towards it - does 

it make it seem okay? Has it become the

norm? 

Evidence on exposure:

Greater alcohol-related social media engagement is correlated with higher rates

of self-reported drinking problems as well as alcohol use disorders. More

worryingly, exposure to friends' alcohol-related social media content could

actually predict the onset of drinking in adolescents (Curtis et al, 2018).

One study found that 97% of alcohol-related posts of youth on Instagram and

Facebook showed alcohol in a positive social context (Hendriks et al., 2018).
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Session Plan: Media

Sharing/spreading someone’s information

Trolling

Saying or commenting things you wouldn't say if you saw the person in real 

life

Sharing private pictures

Name-calling/bullying

Sexting

2. Ask the group: in what ways can social media be used that makes it not-so- 

great? Discuss examples of inappropriate use of social media, such as:

Note: Use age-appropriate examples.

3. Youth Workers should use flipchart to illustrate to the group the importance of 

how they are using media, and to ask themselves if it is appropriate. They should 

be encouraged to ask themselves if what they are posting is:

T     = True

H    = Helpful

I      = Inspiring

N    = Nice

K    = Kind

Segue into Acts of Kindness.

Practitioner's Guide: Media 3 (Activity: Mock 

Profile)

1. Ask individuals to set out a profile of how they would like to come across on 

their social media (e.g. what type of pictures they use, what information they want 

people to see about themselves). Think about I am, I have, I can. We always put 

our best presentation of ourselves forward. When we are using our social media, 

do we always put our best selves across in the same way? (Appendix 2)
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Made my dad a cup of tea

Helped my mum tidy the house

Gave my sister a bar of chocolate

Visited my nan when I knew she was lonely

Let someone in front of me in the bus queue

Let someone borrow a pen

Helped my friend catch up on notes in a class they missed

Messaged my friend when I knew they weren’t feeling well

Shared a nice meme or helpful tip I thought would help someone

Commented something nice and encouraging for a friend

1. Give each participant an Acts of Kindness worksheet (Appendix 3) and ask 

them to reflect on anything they do currently (or could start to do) that can be 

seen as an act of kindness. You may want to provide examples, such as:

2. Then ask the group to individually think of ways they have showed acts of 

kindness online, or ideas for how they could do this. Again, have some ideas 

ready in case they are unsure:

Note: Ask them to go away and complete some Acts of Kindness using the sheet 

for the following week.

Session Plan: Media

Practitioner's Guide: Media 4 (Activity: Acts of 

Kindness)
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Appendix 1: Young Persons' Behaviour and Attitudes Survey

Substance Misuse Statistics from the Young 

Persons' Behaviour and Attitudes Survey (NISRA, 
2019)

10% have ever smoked; 4% are current smokers

Boys are more likely to report smoking than girls

Somewhat more common in the most deprived areas than 

least deprived (13% vs 7% ever smoked; 5% vs 3% current 

smokers)

Smoking (Tobacco)

20% have ever used EC/vape, with variation in age groups 

(4% in Year 8; 38% in Year 12)

3% use EC/vape at least once a week

E-Cigarettes/Vapes

29% have ever drank

Boys were more likely to have ever taken a drink (32%) 

than girls (26%)

Year 12 pupils were more likely to report having ever 

taken a drink (56%) than those in Year 8 (9%)

Alcohol

5% have ever used drugs

Boys were more likely to report having ever used drugs 

(6%) compared to girls (3%)

Year 12 pupils were more likely to report having ever used 

drugs (10%) than those in Year 8 (2%)

Other Drugs
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Session Plan: Communication

Aim
To understand how to communicate effectively and common barriers to effective 

communication.

Objectives
To explore types of communication

To understand barriers in communication

Identify how communication can be impacted by drugs and alcohol

Session Outline

Time

5 min

Activity Resources Required

Guess the Communication 

Method

An introduction activity into 

types of communication

PowerPoint

Pictures of Communication 

methods

Practitioner's Guide: 

Communication 1

20 min Taboo

An activity in communicating 

with barriers

PowerPoint

Chair

Whiteboard or pre-prepared 

flipchart with images and words

Practitioner's Guide: 

Communication 2

Background Information
This session will help participants consider communication in all forms and its vital 

importance for adolescents when dealing with the pressures of exploring drugs and 

alcohol.

(Continued on next page)

10 min Whispers

Demonstrates how 

communication can become 

unclear and distorted

PowerPoint

Prepared Sentence/Whisper

Practitioner's Guide: 

Communication 3
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Session Plan: Communication

5 min Non-Verbal Activities PowerPoint

Practitioner's Guide: 

Communication 5

Session Outline (cont.)

Time Activity Resources Required

Note: Use PowerPoint.

Have pictures of different forms of communication prepared. Half cover the 

images and let the participants try to guess and see if they can correctly identify 

the method of communication pictured.

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 1 (Activity: 

Guess the Communication Method)

5 min Discussion: Assertiveness PowerPoint

10 min Assertive Communication 

Roleplay

Pen and paper

Practitioner's Guide: 

Communication 6

Note: If technology (i.e. PowerPoint) is not available, all activities can be done 

using flipchart with pre-printed images.

 Divide the group into two teams. One player from Team One sits in a chair in 

front of the TV/whiteboard, so that they can’t see it.

 A picture and a word pops up on the screen, along with some ‘clue words’.

 Team One must get the person in the seat to guess the main word. 

 However, they can’t say the ‘clue words’ or any names/places. They also 

can’t do voices, actions, or point! This should test their communication skills.

Note: Use PowerPoint.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 2 (Activity: 

Taboo)
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Session Plan: Communication

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 3 (Activity: 

Whispers)

Note: Use PowerPoint.

Give participants a sentence and see how it changes as the sentence goes 

through the group.

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 4 (Activity: 

Non-Verbal Activities)

Note: Use PowerPoint.

Instruct participants to queue up in order of their birthdays - without talking!

In pairs, have participants write down as many forms of non-verbal 

communication they can think of.

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 5 (Activity: 

Non-Verbal Activities)

Note: Use PowerPoint.

Have a short discussion and explanation of assertive/passive/aggressive.

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 6 (Activity: 

Assertive Communication Role Play)

This exercise helps young people practice communicating assertively. Assertive 

communication, as opposed to passive or aggressive communication, is usually 

the best way to handle aggressive communication. The focus of this exercise is 

on learning how to constantly use assertive communication, and not necessarily 

only at the beginning of a conversation.

(Continued on next page)
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Session Plan: Communication

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 6 (Activity: 

Assertive Communication Role Play cont.)

The first group will try to get the second 

group to engage in alcohol/drug use, 

while the second group has to be 

assertive in communicating that they 

don't want to.

Objective: Respond assertively to another 

group, no matter how they respond to you.

1. Divide the young people into an even 

number of groups.

2. Pair up the groups (e.g. Group 1 and Group 2 

are paired together) and explain that the 

groups will be roleplaying a conversation 

based on a scenario related to drug and 

alcohol use.

a.

3. The conversation will be fully recorded on 

paper; each group should write one statement 

on the paper and then pass it to the other 

group. The other group, after thinking about 

their reply, should write it down and pass the 

paper back.

4. One group should only respond assertively; 

the other group has a choice in how they 

respond (i.e. aggressively, passively, or 

assertively).

5. Allow the conversation to carry on for at least 

eight statements on each side.

(Continued on next page)
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Session Plan: Communication

Practitioner's Guide: Communication 6 (Activity: 

Assertive Communication Role Play cont.)

 In particular, the assertive group's 

responses should be examined to 

see if they were assertive enough.

6. Ask groups to provide feedback to each 

other about their conversation.

a.

7. Mix all groups in a way so that groups 

who have not been assertive have the 

opportunity to be assertive.

8. When conversations are completed, 

encourage a feedback session.

 Was it easy to be assertive?

 Was it easy to become aggressive as soon as the other group showed 

aggression?

 What happened when the other group was passive?

 How did you feel about the lack of body language? Did you feel it was 

more difficult to show assertiveness, or did it not matter?

9. Bring everyone back and follow with a discussion. Points for discussion:

a.

b.

c.

d.
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Session Plan: Dealing With Difficult Emotions

Aim
To understand how to communicate effectively and common barriers to effective 

communication.

Objectives
To be able to name different emotions

To know the difference between responding and reacting

To use problem solving to manage difficult emotions

Session Outline

Time

15 min

Activity Resources Required

Naming Emotions

An activity using scenarios to 

identify and name different 

emotions

Flipchart and markers

Appendix 1

Appendix 2 (positive/negative 

signs)

Practitioner’s Guide: Dealing With 

Difficult Emotions 1

20 min Escalating and Managing 

Emotions

An activity using a video to 

demonstrate different ways of 

managing situations and 

emotions

Buddy the Elf clip

Practitioner's Guide: Dealing With 

Difficult Emotions 2

Background Information
This session helps participants consider ways to deal with difficult emotions. This is an 

opportunity to explore their ability to recognise emotions in themselves and others, and 

consider ways to handle emotions.
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Practitioner's Guide: Dealing With Difficult 

Emotions 1 (Activity: Naming Emotions)

 Get the group to name as many different emotions as possible. To support 

this, you may wish to use a gingerbread man, or you can facilitate this as a 

discussion – give scenarios and ask them to draw the emotions on the 

gingerbread man where they think they would feel the emotion (Appendix 1).

 Positive or Negative Floor Movement - After each scenario, discuss with the 

group possible reactions/behaviours to the scenarios and then ask them if it is 

it a positive or negative reaction by moving to the part of the room that has 

either a smile picture or frown picture (Appendix 2).

Note: Bring into the discussion anger management (punching walls etc.)

1.

2.

a.

You have won a competition after representing your youth club. How do you 

feel?

You have fallen out with a friend. How do you feel?

You have been to the cinema with your friends and they want to go to 

McDonalds now, but you have been told to be home for 9:30pm. How do you 

feel?

You are part of a relay team. After one of your friends in the team drops the 

baton and you lose the race, you feel very sad, but you hug your teammate 

who dropped the baton. Another one of your teammates is very cross as you 

could have won the race; she doesn’t hug the other teammate and calls her 

names under her breath.

Scenarios Appropriate for All Ages

Your favourite pet has run away and you decide to drink alcohol to forget.

How do you feel?

You have found alcohol in a cupboard at home and started to drink it. Your 

parent has just walked in right as you've taken your first drink. How do you 

feel?

Scenarios Appropriate for Ages 13 - 18

(Continued on next page)

Session Plan: Dealing With Difficult Emotions
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Practitioner's Guide: Dealing With Difficult 

Emotions 1 (Activity: Naming Emotions cont.)

You've broken up with your boyfriend/girlfriend. How do you feel?

You see your friends are out drinking without you. How do you feel?

Schoolwork has been getting on top of you and you are now getting really 

stressed. To try to cope with this, you decide to smoke some weed. How do 

you feel?

Scenarios Appropriate for Ages 13 - 18 (cont.)

Discuss with the group: What feelings are right and what feelings are wrong? 

Note: Let them know that your feelings are what they are; what is important is 

how you deal with them.

Practitioner's Guide: Dealing With Difficult 

Emotions 2 (Activity: Escalating and Managing 

Emotions)

Note: Use the "Buddy the 

Elf" clip.

Show the clip and then 

discuss how emotions 

can escalate if they are 

not dealt with in a positive 

way. Break into smaller 

groups (or as a large 

group) discuss other 

ways in which the 

situation could have been 

managed.

(Continued on next page)

Session Plan: Dealing With Difficult Emotions
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Practitioner's Guide: Dealing With Difficult 

Emotions 2 (Activity: Escalating and Managing 

Emotions)

 Buddy’s emotions: love, joy, excitement, happiness

 How he could have responded differently

 Take the time to read the room - his emotions were genuine but 

needs to realise others' emotions

 Knock before entering, leave, and then come back later (as it wasn't 

an appropriate time)

 His father’s emotions: embarrassed, shocked, annoyed, anger, rage, 

panicked

 How he could have responded differently

 Take Buddy outside and explain why it wasn’t a good time

 Explain to the businessman the situation with Buddy and ask for a 

break in the meeting

 Business man’s emotions: anger, embarrassed, rage turned to physical 

violence, shock, annoyance

 How he could have responded differently

 Ask Buddy for clarification on why he was acting the way he was

 Ask who Buddy was

 Ask the father to remove Buddy from the meeting

 Leave the meeting himself

After the video, discuss and name the emotions of Buddy, his father and the 

business man, and discuss how they could have responded differently.

1.

a.

i.

ii.

2.

a.

i.

ii.

3.

a.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

(Continued on next page)

Session Plan: Dealing With Difficult Emotions
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4. Youth workers may want to say something like:

“We want to respond, not react. If we react on the spur of the moment, it can end 

negatively; we should take time to think and then respond. Once we recognise 

and identify a feeling, we should:

STOP: When we can feel our emotions getting out of control, we first need to 

make our mind stop.

(Ways to stop: breathing techniques, angry colour to happy colour, music)

THINK: Once we have stopped our mind reacting to our feelings, we can then 

think about what made us feel the emotions in the first place.

RESPOND: Once we feel clear about what caused our feelings, we can then 

reflect on how we want to respond and respond in a calm way.”

Practitioner's Guide: Dealing With Difficult 

Emotions 2 (Activity: Escalating and Managing 

Emotions cont.)

Session Plan: Dealing With Difficult Emotions
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Appendix 1: Gingerbread Man



Appendix 2: Positive/Negative Signs
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